
 

 

      Date: 16th August,2023 
      RGS/2023-24/021 

 

RAKHI BINDS BONDS OF PATRIOTISM 

Dear Parents 

Greetings! 

As you know, Rakhi is approaching, and we are delighted to announce a meaningful 
activity for Grade 6-8 students to participate in on 21/08/2023. In celebration of 
this special occasion, we are encouraging you to write letters to our brave soldiers. 

Our soldiers work tirelessly to protect our nation and ensure our safety. Your 
heartfelt letters will be a beautiful gesture of gratitude and appreciation for their 
dedication and sacrifices. 

The event will be held in the class during the CT Period. Kindly send A4 size sheet  
and decorative items for the letter can be sent with the students for the same. 

 
Here are the guidelines for the letter-writing activity: 

1. Express Gratitude: Begin your letter by expressing your heartfelt gratitude to 

the soldiers for their service to the country. Let them know that their bravery 

and commitment are deeply appreciated. 

2. Share Your Feelings: Share your feelings and emotions about the soldiers' 

selfless work. Let them know how their efforts inspire you and others around 

you. 

3. Spread Positivity: Use this opportunity to uplift the soldiers' spirits and boost 

their morale. Share positive and encouraging messages to bring a smile to 

their faces. 

4. Show Creativity: Feel free to decorate your letters creatively. You can draw, 

use colorful pens, stickers, or any other materials that showcase your artistic 

talents. Make the letters unique and special! 

5. Keep it Respectful: While writing your letters, remember to be respectful and 

sensitive. Avoid discussing topics that may be controversial or political. 

Instead, focus on expressing your gratitude and support. 



 

 

 

 

6. Check for Errors: Before sending your letters, make sure to proofread them 

for any spelling or grammatical errors. A well-written letter shows your 

sincerity and effort. 

 

Remember, the best letter from each grade will receive an appreciation letter. 
However, it's essential to understand that the real reward is the joy your letter will 
bring to our soldiers' hearts. 

Let's come together as a community and make this Rakhi celebration truly special 
by showing our soldiers that they are cherished and honored. Your letters will 
undoubtedly brighten their day and serve as a reminder of the love and support 
they have from young minds like yours. 

Thank you for your participation, and let's make this initiative a great success! 

 

Sd/- 

Principal 


